People are rejecting the uninspiring sea of sameness that has come to be known as the office. Instead, they want informal, authentic and inspiring spaces where they feel an emotional connection. They want the freedom to choose where and how they work.

This cultural movement is redefining the corporate workplace—from a singular focus on efficiency, towards a pluralistic approach that enriches the emotional, cognitive and physical wellbeing of people.

Organizations are listening. They’re creating thoughtfully-curated workplaces that have become destinations where people want to work. Places where you can work in a café with your feet up or sit at a desk and focus. Where you’re able to work alone or together, with access to everything you need to actually get work done.

Purposeful work deserves meaningful places that bring together design, materiality and performance—because how a space performs is just as critical as how it looks and feels.
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9 Millbrae® Contract Bench in Designtex® Aray 3576-101 Sesame. Shown with Lagunias® Personal Table in Ultratex® Fusion CL63 Java.

12-13 Millbrae® Lifestyle Sofa with seat and arms in Kvadrat® Hero 463118-101, back in Kvadrat® Tonus Meadow 463119-115, base in Brushed Nickel. Shown with Carl Hansen & Son CH008 Coffee Table in 3753 Beach Oil; Arzu Dreams Rug in Mushroom Grey and Cerulean Blue.

14-15 B-Free™ Big Cube with seat in Elmorustical. Shown with B-Free™ Small Cube in digitally printed Designtex® Rocket Orange. 143477t; Baseline t; Table with top in 3NOX Rustic Oak Planked, base in 4820 Black Chrome.

16-17 Bivi® Rumble Seat in Kvadrat® Coda 2-422, legs in 4823 Burnished Bronze. Shown with Alight® Ottoman in Billiard Cloth 3549-201 Sunflower; Campfire® Slim Table with top in Natural Oak Veneer 3611, interior in 4823 Burnished Bronze.

18-19 Lagunias™ Lounge in Kvadrat® Canvas 244. Shown with Massaud Lounge in Elmorustical Leather 12114, base in Matte Midnight Brown 4193.


24-25 Bivi® Rumble Seats in Designtex® Heather 3473-801 Gulf Grey, legs in Arctic White 4140 and Kvadrat® Remix 2-612, legs in Powdercoat 4824 Dark Bronze-Like. Shown with Baseline t; Table with top in 3800 Rustic Oak; legs in 4824 Dark Bronze-Like; Alight® Ottomans in Designtex® Brushed Flannel 3797-403 Blue; LessThanFive® Chair in custom graphic.

26 Millbrae® Lifestyle Sofa in Maharam® Kvadrat® Divina Melange 460830-170, legs in Brushed Nickel. Shown with Millbrae® Contract Bench in Maharam® Kvadrat® Hallingdal 46760-457, legs in Brushed Nickel; Carl Hansen & Son CH008 Coffee Table in Walnut; Bob® Lounge Seat in Elmorustical VI CL58 Rust; Arzu Light Rug in Celadon.

27 Together® Banch in Designtex® Heather 3473-803 Slate. Shown with Hous® Lounges in Kvadrat® Coda 2, base in Elmorustical L262 Charbon; Alight® Ottomans in Designtex® Brushed Flannel 3797-403 Blue; Thread in Mela 7360.

28-29 Carl Hansen & Son CH488 Oculus® Chairs in Designtex® Rocket Gold 2693-201, legs in Stainless Steel. Shown with Carl Hansen & Son CH008 Coffee Table in Veneer Oiled Oak; Millbrae® Lifestyle Sofa in Remix 123, legs in Black Matte; Lagunias® Personal Table with top in Fusion Graphite CL62, base in Graphite Matte 4180.

30 Montara650® Stools in Melange 3492-801 Asphalt, shell in VDOF White Oak Veneer; base in Chrome. Shown with Montara650® Cafe Table with top in 2866 Maple, base in 4145 Milk Gloss.

31 Regard® Lounge in P533 Alloy Element, frame in 4799 Platinum Metallic.

32-33 Hous® Convertible Lounge in Light Blue Hexa, pillow in CL55 Yellow Hexa. Shown with Hous® Two-Seat Sofa in CL55 Yellow Hexa, pillows in CL51 Light Grey Hexa; Carl Hansen & Son CH008 Coffee Table in 3233 Smoked Oak Oil.

36-37 Millbrae® Contract Sofa in Maharam® Kvadrat® Remix 2-653, legs in Brushed Nickel. Shown with CO, 1° Square Table with top in V2AW Natural Walnut, leg insert in 3901 Glacier White; Arzu Dreams Rug in Mushroom Grey.

38 Brody® WorkLounge with seat and back in Designtex® Garnet Persimmon, surround in Designtex® Garnet Pewter, side surface in Walnut. Shown with footrest in Designtex® Garnet Persimmon.

39 Visalia® Lounge with seat in Maharam® Divina Melange 460830-120, surround in Maharam® Hallingdal 46760-130, legs in 4141 Platinum Matte. Shown with Sebastian® Table with top in V34K Natural Oak, interior in 2001 Smoky White Glossy Laminate; Exponents® Credenza in V50K Natural Oak.

41 Regard® Lounge in Paisley, frame in 4799 Platinum Metallic. Shown with Groupwork® Table in 7241 Arctic White; Move® Chairs in 6009 Arctic White.

43 Enea Lottus® Stools in 003 White Plastic, base in 4016 White. Shown with Emu Heaven® Table and Chair in Black.

45 Visalia® Sofa in Designtex® Heather 3473-202 Goldened, legs in 4193 Midnight Brown Matte. Shown with Carl Hansen & Son CH07 Shell Chair in Loke 7050 Leather; shell in 3325 Walnut Lacquer; CO, 1° Square Table with top in V24W Natural Walnut, leg insert in 2011 Midnight Brown; Arzu Paisley Rug in Chocolate.

48-47 Massaud Conference Chairs in Heather 3473-202 Goldened, base in Aluminum. Shown with Potron®415® Table with top in V39H Desert Oak, legs in 4324 Matte Matta, ring detail in 9001 Chrome, with PowerPod.

49-50 Bivi® Rumble Seats in Kvadrat® Letters 140, frame in 4822 Matte Brass and Designtex® Reppoveave 3474 Navy 400, frame in 4823 Burnished Bronze. Shown with Baseline t; Table with top in Planked Oak, legs in 4823 Burnished Bronze, with Marker to Match Zodiac® London Sky tablet.

55 Carl Hansen & Son CH488 Oculus® Chair in Designtex® Lambert 3623-801 Fog, legs in 4862 Brushed Stainless Steel.

57 Jenny® Club Low in Billiard Multi-Use Mallard SH17. Shown with Campfire® Slim Table and Slute Table in Clay White 2HCW and Arctic White 4140; Campfire® Footrest with Merle band.

59 Susan Cain Quiet Space: Lagunias® Lounge with seat in Designtex® Rosepathy 3442-101 Marble Mesh, base in 3509 Coal, pillows in Designtex® Braemar 756-1111. Shown with Holy Day™ Round Table in Elmorustical V-Color 3183 Love; V.I.A.® Architectural Solution with wood in Medium Natural 3F6X, monitor shroud in Merle 7360, fabric in Garnet Pumice 3468-802, accent skin in Designtex® Large Stripe (surface imaging on Garnet).

62 FrameOne® Bench with top in 2730 Arctic White, base in 6527 Marle. Shown with Universal High Density Storage in Clay Wenge Laminate; dash® Task Light in Arctic White; Gesture® Chair in Steelcut Trio TR01 Mist Grey.

63 Answer® Panel in 2HCW Clay Wenge Laminate, back-painted glass in Winter. Shown with Ology® Height-Adjustable Desk with top in Arctic White, legs in Platinum Metallic; Gesture® Chair in Remix Night Blue.
64 Montara650™ Stools in Melange 3492-801 Asphalt, shell in VP04 Grey Oak, legs in Champagne Matte 4146. Shown with Montara650™ Table with top in 2884 Milk Laminate, base in 4242 Milk Matte.

66 Campfire® Big Table in Plankad Oak, with power trough and RoomWizard® Scheduling System. Shown with Montara650™ Stools in 6009 Arctic White, legs in 4804 Dark Bronze-Like.

68 media:scape® TeamTheater™ Collaborative Setting in Designtex® 2710 Hua Taupe 407 and Designtex® 2711 Pigment 302 Crimson. Shown with Enea™ Stools Wallcovering in Designtex® Made to Measure—Desert Moon by Stella Maria Baer.

73 Together™ Bench in Designtex® Baratto Beach 326-102. Shown with Wrap® “Chair in Maharani™ Divina Melange 581, base in Chrome; media:scape® TeamTheater with HDVC Collaborative Setting in 3072 Clear Walnut.

74–75 Massaud Conference Chairs in Elmosoft VII 01037, base in Aluminum. Shown with Potthereo415™ Table in Natural Oak, legs in 4242 Milk Matte, ring detail in 9021 Chrome; Exponents™ Mobile Mediaboard Display in V3AK Natural Oak, metal finish in 4145 Milk Gloss.

76 Regard® Lounge in Steelcase Bopeep Shark Skin, frame in 4799 Platinum Metallic. Shown with Danizen® Tables with top in Rustic Walnut, base in 4142 Platinum Gloss; LessThanFive™ Chairs in Blue Matte.

79 Campfire® Big Table in Storm Wings 2LSW. Shown with Scoop Stools in Arctic White, legs in Billiard Pewter 3549-804; Bivi® Big Depot in 6009 Arctic White.

83 QVi™ Seating with seat in Cogent™: Connect 5517 Tangerine, back in Qivi® Net QN03 Tangerine, frame and base in 6009 Arctic White. Shown with Playback™ Conference Table in 2L3O Arctic White.

84–85 Together™ Bench in Kvadrat® Hallingdal 65-110, pillows in Kvadrat® Outback 466051-851 and Kvadrat® Remix 2-123. Shown with SW_1™ Lounge in Kvadrat® Divina Melange 260, mesh in 3D Knit Coal SK29, lumbar in Designtex® Bouckle 3609-501 Parakeet, base in 8040 Aluminum Matta, tablet in M0 652; Buci® in 6009 Arctic White, cap in Clara 2-884; Thread™ in 7360 Marie finish; PolyVision® e3™ CeramicSteel chalkboard.

86 Shortcut® Chair in Steelcut Trio Blue Jay Mix TR14, shell and base in 6009 Arctic White. Shown with Bivi® Desk in 6009 Arctic White.

87 Lagunitas™ Lounge with seat in Designtex® Lolland Prussian 3263 401, base in SK50 Stone. Shown with Lagunitas™ Table with top in Desert Oak V31K, base in Arctic White Gloss 4140; LessThanFive™ Chairs in 4235 Light Fade Matte to Pantone 380U.

89 Potthereo415™ Table with top in Corian White, legs in 242 Milk Matte, leg detail in 9021 Chrome, with PowerPod. Shown with Montara650™ Seating in Heather 3437-402 Bluebell, shell in VP04 Grey Oak, legs in Graphite Gloss 4138.